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SUPER BLAST OFF® FLIGHT DECK CLEANER 

The smart and safe way to clean a flight deck 

 

SUPER BLAST OFF® is highly concentrated, requiring less product, 

and less storage space, which is always a problem on board of 

aircraft carriers. This makes SUPER BLAST OFF® to be the lowest 

cost-effective product with which to make a cruise, and it is the 

safest product on the list of approved cleaners since it meets 

aircraft cleaning specifications.  

With SUPER BLAST OFF® it is not necessary to take 200 to 300 drums of flight deck cleaner on a 

MED or WESTPAC cruise. It is not necessary to store your cleaning gear in strategic locations for 

pick up somewhere during your cruise. Properly used you can make a MED or WESTPAC tour with 

150 drums or much less.  

SUPER BLAST OFF® will not harm the surface of any aircraft with which it may come in contact. 

Therefore, it is not necessary to re-spot all aircraft to clean the flight deck. Mixed with fresh or 

sea water, it will clean the most crucial areas, making landing on a carrier much safer. 

SUPER BLAST OFF® will not cause injury to users. There is 

no more danger in getting SUPER BLAST OFF® on your 

skin or in your eyes than with soap in the shower. 

However, the directions on the MSDS should be followed 

for ultimate safety. Any SUPER BLAST OFF® left on the 

skin or clothing should be rinsed off. 
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With SUPFR BLAST OFF®, you will avoid a lot environmental problems with governments while 

overseas or in the United States since it has met environmental standards for the United States 

and European Economic Community, as well as Japan and Korea. 

With SUPER BLAST OFF® you have a company and a product you can rely on. The name BLAST 

OFF® has been, and continues to be, the Aviation Boatswain Mate’s guarantee of getting the very 

best. With SUPER BLAST OFF® we guarantee you there is no better cleaner available for cleaning 

a Flight Deck. 

 

SUPER BLAST OFF®: 

 is not just a Flight Deck Cleaner, it will clean anything cleanable on your ship. 

 will leave no residue on your decks that can be reactivated with a slight rain or mist, 

creating a slippery deck. 

 will not harm any surface not harmed by water. 

 will not harm your color stripping. 

 will clean your decks clean. 

 


